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MAIL BY RAIL (from BASEL)

FRED HOADLEY
I'm currently researching the origins of the Schweizerische
Centralbahn (Swiss Central Railway, SCB) and putting together a
collection of documents carried on the TPO routes of the SCB, one
of the big five Swiss railway companies of the 19th century,
nationalised on 1st January 1902. In doing so I came across the item
shown here: a pre-printed document from Casimir Meyer of Basel
cancelled on the Basel-Olten TPO on 29 th November 1861.

What intrigued me was the absence of an addressee on the front:
was the document genuine I asked myself. The 5 Rappen Strubel
looks genuine, as does the TPO cancel (with year and train number missing) recorded in the Müller handbook as
83A/6 SCHWEIZ BAHNPOST BASEL-OLTEN. My initial thoughts were that the document had been sent, along with
other items, under cover of an accompanying wrapper. But why?
Answer: when confronted with a puzzle it pays to ask for help. So, I called on the assistance of our good philatelic
friend Werner Gattiker. Furnished with the complete document, he translated the contents and I’m now able to
provide the following explanation (with grateful thanks to Werner):
The document is certainly genuine, and was sent under cover of a wrapper, possibly combined with other, similar
documents, but without the actual wrapper one can only make an educated guess. Casimir & Meyer were
traders/importers of raw materials, and the pre-printed letter shows they were agents for
Ebert & Seust, a Magdeburg producer of potato spirit and turnip spirit. The letter is an offer
of these goods which we will assume Casimir & Meyer sent to numerous of their customers
around Switzerland, touting for business.
The 5 Rappen postage rate confirms that it stayed within Switzerland. Although the body of
the letter is printed, the offer and other information is handwritten, and the document
would not have qualified for the printed matter rate. This offer may well have been
combined with offers for other goods and it would make sense to combine these and send them under wrapper,
so paying postage for one item only instead of two or three. If that was the case, then this document must have
been on top and so received the adhesive and the postmark, assuming the actual wrapper was too narrow to
accommodate them. The missing train number and year date slugs in the postmark are certainly interesting, but
not unique. Such omissions, also inverted and misplaced slugs, are not all that rare in these early postmarks. The
Müller handbook confirms this, noting various entries in Types 83A, 83B, 83C and 83D recorded with ‘blank’
instead of the train number, date, etc.
Without the accompanying wrapper I will never know the intended destination for this document, but at least I
have a story to tell.
MORE SWISS INTEREST TO BE DISPLAYED AT THE ‘ROYAL’ - As part of the RPSL’s South-west group display, Bob
Medland will be presenting three frames on ‘Swiss Postal Agencies Abroad’ (i.e. in Italy and France) at the 'Royal'
in London on the afternoon of 19th April. This will include new material not displayed before. Apart from Bob’s
entry this will be a varied display on stamps and postal history and will doubtless be of great general philatelic
interest and very high quality. If anyone would like to see the display, also to enjoy the wonderful facilities and
convivial atmosphere of a meeting at the Royal, please contact Bob and he will be delighted to arrange for you to
attend (although numbers may have to be limited). Contact details: hirundo.bm@gmail.com or tel 01761 452959.
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COMPETITION FOR TRANSMITTING MESSAGES AND INFORMATION

EDITOR

The Mobile Phone
SwissPost seems all too aware of the competition from the mobile 'phone, Skype and various apps such as
Instagram, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Facebook and Skype, etc. in the business of transmitting text messages, colour
photos, graphics, video sequences, music or sounds to mobile phones or e-mail addresses.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

The first clear indication was in September 2005 when it issued what it described as “an innovative set of stamps –
the world's first Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) stamps” (Fig. 1). The designs by Atelier Beat Leuenberger
were based on the winning entries of a photo competition “Swiss Mobil – A Country On The Move” organised by
Swiss Post, Swisscom Mobile and the Museum of Communication. The photos, taken on mobile 'phone digital
cameras by four members of the public, showed the view on their 'phone screen as they rode or walked – images
that they could transmit directly by 'phone or e-mail to their friends and relations if they wished. The stamps
themselves were not interactive with a phone or computer, they were simply intended to illustrate the services
provided through mobile camera phones, the Internet and computers. By attaching one of the stamps to a card or
envelope, the public could, of course, send what was originally a digital image through the post.
“BeeTaggs” and the “Post-App”
In October 2007 Swiss Post introduced the readers of Focus on Stamps' to another benefit of the internet. It
produced a stamp with a “BeeTagg”, a two dimensional code similar to a barcode, but which could be read with a
camera phone to connect the purchaser of the stamp to Swiss Post's website home page (Fig. 2). The website
provided them with details for entering a competition organised by SwissPost's partners on the subject of
'Switzerland Tourism and Swiss Snowsports'. To activate the BeeTagg you would have to “download the BeeTagg
reader to your mobile phone free of charge via the Internet: www.post.beetagg.com or via your mobile browser:
enter http://post.beetagg.ch or using text: sending text with the code word “Bee” to a telephone number (at a cost
of CHF 0.20 per text)”.
All stamps now issued by Swiss Post (starting with the Christmas stamps in 2017) are linked to its website through
the latest form of “tagging” technology. Through your mobile phone you can access detailed information on a
particular stamp on the website. If you are interested in accessing this service you must first load Swiss Post's free
“Post-App” into your smartphone (for iOS: in the App Store or for Android via Google Play). You can then open the
application and select the function: “scan code/images”. By holding the camera of the phone over the stamp
image scanning will start automatically and the information will appear on the screen of your phone.
Relating Postal Delivery to the Newer Forms of Communication
In August 2017 SwissPost issued two new stamps (Fig. 3), designed by Kaspar Eigensatz, with 'emoji' faces (i.e.
small images or icons which, in a convenient way, transmit the feelings/emotions behind the words in our emails); and sets of 5 postal stationery envelopes each with different imprinted stamps featuring emojis (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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It also organised a competition for visual communication students at Zürich University of the Arts on the topic of
“Letters versus e-mails”. Competitors were asked to attempt to transfer something representative of the digital
world onto the format of a postage stamp. The winner, Nicole Jara Vizcardo, came up with a stamp made of
brilliant silver film (Fig. 5) - the sheetlet of 20 stamps forms a tablet which allows the observer to see a reflection
of the whole of their face, replicating a 'selfie'! (i.e. a photo self-portrait taken on a phone camera which can be
transmitted electronically more or less instantly). The messages on other stamp design entries included methods
of dealing with 'Spam' and the ease of sending an e-mail message to many recipients.
Postcrossing
In an attempt to hold back the “new world” of technological communication SwissPost recently drew the readers
of 'Focus on Stamps' attention to the “new phenomonon” specifically for postcard lovers: 'Postcrossing'. If you
haven't come across it, here is the description of it in 'Focus on Stamps':
“Postcards could hardly compete against Snapchat, WhatsApp, Instagram and Facebook. But a growing fan base
is proving the opposite. 'Postcrossing' is an international phenomenon. Even though there is also a website behind
this latest communication trend, it is only used for relaying contact data. On the website: postcrossing.com you
can request an address to write to plus a postcard ID allocated by the site. Next you will receive the physical
address of a randomly selected registered member. You then send a real postcard to this person by post, who can
be anywhere in the world. Once that person gets the card, they will register receipt. You as sender are then added
to the address list and will in turn receive a postcard by return – and so it continues. Once you become an active
postcrosser, you'll regularly receive mail from the farthest corners of the earth.
The idea was launched in 2005 by a Portuguese postcard enthusiast, Paulo Magalhaes. The millionth postcard was
registered after just three years. Today the community has more than 600,000 members in over 200 countries.
Russia ranks first in terms of membership, numbering over 80,000 postcrossers. Switzerland is in 25th place with
2,855 members and 323,463 postcards mailed.”
Swiss Post also conducted an interview with an enthusiastic “active Swiss postcrosser”. Quote:
"It's really exciting because you don't know who you're going to get a card from and what this person will say
about themselves. I find it fascinating to learn something about the lives of these people. And of course it's
great to receive really special cards. I also like the way friendships can develop which can obviously then be
continued via Facebook or e-mails. An additional and broader exchange takes place via Facebook and
Instagram. That's where people look for specific things and manage entire albums for swapping.”
Perhaps we are really in for a boost in postcard sales and the number of deltiologists!
To promote this variation on the pen-pal hobby, in August 2017 SwissPost issued a set of three special stamps
depicting how people in Switzerland use 'Postcrossing' to connect to the world. The stamps with comic
illustrations by Max Spring are shown below:

Fig. 6

Footnote: I recently came across a group of “postal communication enthusiasts” in Vienne in France – the
Association “Une Vie, un arbre”. They were exhibiting very attractive illustrated postcards which had been sent by
their members to seemingly random addresses abroad inviting the recipient to produce and send a similar type of
card to them or another “random individual” - thus encouraging communication of ideas, friendship and better
understanding between nations. Although these thoroughly worthy objectives appeared to be key goals of the
project, this particular group of enthusiasts seemed to have additional motives. The majority of the cards seemed
to have been designed by good amateur or professional artists invited by the group to participate – thus
promoting the work of local artists. A proportion of the revenue from entry tickets and the sale of various cards,
pictures, pottery and sculpture at the exhibition was destined for charitable causes. Many of the pictures on the
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cards featured “well being” messages
e.g. promoting peace, goodwill and
environmental conservation, etc.
Two examples are shown on right.
Finally - In weighing up the impacts
of communication through the
Internet or by 'Postcrossing' perhaps
we should compare them with the
past efforts of the worldwide
community who were fluent in the
'universal language' of Esperanto
which enabled people with different
native/first-languages
to
communicate easily with each other.
Many of them sent postcards to each
other in Esperanto to build up a penpal network. Such cards have
become collectable. Similarly shortwave radio fans, each with their own code number, sent and exchanged information cards to encourage people
from far-off lands to contact them and develop a dialogue by radio. These cards also became collectable in their
own right.
References: SwissPost's 'Focus on Stamps'

The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY'S REGIONAL GROUPS
Southern Group: The next meeting will be on Saturday 10 th March from 10.30am to 4pm at 'The Three Crowns'
pub at Whaddon near Salisbury, just off the A36, postcode SP5 3HB. It will again be an “All Members” day with a
variety of displays from attending members. Tea/coffee and lunch will be provided – cost for members £11.50. All
are welcome, but you must advise Werner Gattiker (werner@swisstamps.co.uk) in advance. Future meetings in
2018 will be on 2nd June and 20th October (NOT 13th October, as previously advertised). Speakers and/or themes
will be advised later. Further details and a map are available from Werner by e-mail or Tel. 01273 845 501.
Northern Group: The next meeting will take place on Saturday 7th April at 2pm at Corporation Mill, Sowerby
Bridge. Topic: 'Members' Choice'. For further details contact: David Hope - Tel. 0161 3030091.
MEMBER NEWS
The Society has been notified of the death of our member from Hampshire, Allan Johnstone. Allan was a well
known collector in that area and our sympathies go out to his family and friends
Our long-serving member Ken Reeves is back home again and feeling much better, after a 4-month stint in
hospital following angina attacks. He was touched by the get-well messages received from the Society as well as
from individual members. He wishes to thank everyone through the Newsletter as he is unable to reply
individually.
LONDON'S UNDERGROUND MAIL BY RAIL
Further to the report on Zurich's underground mail service. In case you haven't seen the publicity, you can
experience the underground mail trains which operated in London by taking a ride on the renovated system under
Mount Pleasant sorting office, now run by the Postal Museum – advanced booking required.
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POST OFFICE POSTAL STATIONERY WRAPPERS OF SWITZERLAND: AN ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND AND
POSTAL HISTORY ASPECTS PART III
Dr. JOHN K. COURTIS FRPS
Acknowledgements: This article was published in three parts in the May, July and September 2017 editions of the
AHP's journal 'Tell'. The Society is grateful to the author and the AHPS for enabling us to publish the article. Parts
1 and 2 appeared in the September (pp.82-85) and October (pp. 94-97) 2017 editions of the HPS Newsletter.

Fig. 7-1 Private Overprinting on a Post Office Wrapper of Switzerland.

Private Printing Added
Wrappers bearing private printing added after the wrappers have been purchased from the post office are desired
because of their aesthetic appeal, thematic interest and scarcity. They usually sell at a premium. However, what
must be remembered is that the addition of private printing after the wrapper leaves the post office does not add
a variety to postal stationery. On the other hand, if the printing had been added by the post office then it is
considered to be a legitimate variety. In most cases, it is not possible to prove that the wrapper’s extra printing
occurred at the post office before it was sold to the client. In the absence of such proof items bearing private
printing should be considered carefully, especially with regard to their role in a postal stationery exhibit.
Notwithstanding, these wrappers add interest to a write-up and non-competitive display. The Kosniowski
catalogue has given substantial treatment to this category of overprinted wrappers with illustrations and detail for
over 100 wrappers of Switzerland detailed over almost 50 pages. The examples that are shown in Figs.7.1 and 7.2
are indicative of what can be found.
Demand for Wrappers
A second major database I developed is actual sales transactions of used
post office wrappers sold on the eBay auction site. Daily hand-collected
records since March 2006 shows that there have been 689 sales of
Switzerland wrappers from a total database of almost 19,500 sales.
Details of each sale are fully transparent so that the sale price, the
number of bids, the number of different bidders, the seller and the
seller’s geographic location can all be collected. All but the number of
bids are recorded. These details are subsequently re-arranged into Excel
format in alphabetical order by country and then by H&G catalogue “E”
number. It is a matter of a moment to cut and paste the sales for a
particular country into its own designated Excel file and then sort the
entries into “E” order. For each catalogue number, there is a list of sales
and number of bidders which are analysed further.
A lis by post office type is shown in Table 4 (Pages 27 and 28).
Fig. 7-2. Private printing and Illustrated Merchandise
This Table listing is daunting because at first blush it is a sea of numbers. The column summaries, however, detail
the number of sales, the overall average realised transaction price and the average number of bidders per
transaction. The number of sales is self-evident, summing across all post office types to 689. While there are only
two sales of E1 and one sale of E2, there are 93 sales of E10 and 65 of E16. There is some relationship between
the number of sales for a post office issue and the number of that type listed for sale. It should be remembered
that during any 24-hour period (the auction follows a 24-hour clock) normally only a small fraction listed actually
sell. A rule-of-thumb guide would be about 10-15% although of course it depends on what is listed.
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Some wrappers are “common” and appear frequently on the market while others appear very occasionally.
Market watchers (especially country collectors) pounce on anything elusive or unusual and that can involve
several active bidders.
The overall average realized transaction price is the sum of the realized sales figures divided by the number of
sales. There are those who can interpret averages as price guides but averages must be treated cautiously. Small
sample numbers can distort the calculation as can extreme realizations (called outliers). It is because averages
reveal only a part of the historical story that the detail has been shown in the “sea of numbers”, being the actual
sales transactions for that post office issue arranged from smallest sale to largest. The number of bidders involved
in that transaction is shown in parenthesis. For example, E10 shows an array of the 93 transactions of that type
from smallest sale of $0.50 with one bidder to largest $53 with four bidders. By examining the content of the
listings, it is possible for those willing to do so to extract other statistics such as the mode, median and standard
deviation. In other words, Table 4 reports what has happened in the last decade or so and is a factual historical
record.
The question can be asked as to why there is so much disparity in the realized prices for the same post office type.
There are a number of reasons. The quality of the items listed varies considerably. It must be remembered that
wrappers were the paper sleeve used around the enclosure and the sleeve was normally ripped off and discarded,
the recipient being interested in the contents not the wrapper. Wrappers were never a popular postal stationery
item for collectors. Were it not for the culling of business archives and deceased estates and the retrieval of
identified postal stationery wrappers, a great many copies would not have survived. Those wrappers that have
been listed for sale vary from torn and creased to pristine, with degrees of quality in between. Some wrappers
show the addition of private printing, and these normally command a premium for their aesthetic and thematic
appeal. Many wrappers are purchased for their postmark appeal of dates and places. Some wrappers attract
postal history attention for their auxiliary markings, especially postage due and censor markings. Some wrappers
are sought as examples of rate usage with the stamps used to pay the registration fee or higher weight levels.
Some wrappers are sought for their exotic destinations or routing write-up potential. In other words, those
attracted to bidding on wrappers on eBay will comprise a set of heterogeneous collectors of postal stationary,
postal history and country-specific interest.
The average number of bidders in the last column needs to be explained. The number of bids and the number of
bidders are not the same thing. The number of bidders refers to the number of different individuals actively
involved in the bidding process during the listing period of the wrapper, which could be a week, more or less.
Bidding behaviour can vary greatly with two bidders bidding back and forth during the listing period, or one
bidder increasing bid increments in small amounts to test the upper level of the winning bidder. In other words,
the number of bids is no guide as to the real market interest (or lack thereon) underlying the transaction. The
average number of bidders is the total number of bidders involved in all transactions of that post office type
divided by the number of sales. However, even here the average needs to be treated with caution because the
calculation can be tricked. For example, an elusive item listed for sale at $350 attracted only one bidder, most
probably because the high listing price was a deterrent to others. Had the item been listed at $50 then more
bidders would have participated even if it subsequently sold for $350. A profile of bidder participation might
therefore be a more reliable guide for some collectors.
The overall weighted average bidder score was 1.77 calculated across the 689 transactions. There were 4
transactions with seven bidders, 5 transactions with six bidders, 18 transactions with five bidders, 35 transactions
with four bidders, 70 transactions with three bidders, 171 transactions with two bidders and 396 sole bidder
transactions. Single bidder transactions accounted for 56.6% of the total thereby resulting in a low overall bidder
score.
It is a matter of some conjecture as to what bidder score can be used to identify strength of bidder interest. In a
number of country-specific studies the metric of 2.5 has been used to identify the tipping point between high
involvement and lower involvement. There is nothing sacrosanct about the score of 2.5; it just seems to work as
an aid to interpreting the intensity of bidder involvement. Stated simply, normally the more bidders that are
involved in the auction process the higher the bidder interest and computed score. Only three post office types
showed a score above 2.5: E1 (4.00), E36 (3.00) and E38 (3.84). By contrast, 47 H&G “E: types showed average
bidder scores below 2.5 with 32 types below an overall average score of 2.00. An interpretation of these figures is
that collector interest in post office postal stationery wrappers from the eBay auction site is muted.
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Limitations of the Study
The Internet auction site eBay is only one source of philatelic material. Although it is a large and growing market –
a recent search of “stamps” produced 4.7 million hits – it is not the only market for philatelic items. There are
other key Internet sites for wrappers such as Delcampe, Stampstoreorg, and Jim Forte, plus many traditional
philatelic auction houses, and dealers selling to known customers and at stamp bourses. The market share of
these several sources for philatelic items and especially wrappers is unknown. The eBay site was the basis of the
data used in this analysis and is a proxy of what is available on the international market.
The US eBay site was used in the main for data-gathering. A very few items came from other sources: eBay UK and
eBay Germany, Delcampe, and other collectors who sent scans of their personal holdings to be included in the
database. The other eBay sites were not monitored daily. It is possible that the wrappers of Switzerland were
listed on eBay sites other than the US site and therefore missed inclusion. There were some wrappers listed that
were coupled with other items such as postcards or overlapped with other philatelic items. Unless the image
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could be cropped out of these aggregated scans they were not included in the database. While the database of
images is comprehensive, it is not exhaustive.
The metrics used to describe the demand for post office postal stationery wrappers may be weak. Averages are
but one measure of central tendency and do not explain the full story of buyer behaviour. Other statistics that
take account of variation in realized prices such as the coefficient of variation and skewness might facilitate a
more robust interpretation of the past history of price behaviour. These statistics can be calculated by those
interested from the data reported.
Notwithstanding these limitations, the sample size is the largest known in absolute terms with data that has been
hand-collected daily for between 10-13 years. On a regular basis, duplicated images are removed and the final
sample used in the analysis is of different used copies.
Conclusion
The extant number of wrappers of Switzerland place it fourth overall in the top ten countries behind Great Britain,
Argentina and the USA and before Austria, Russia, Brazil, Denmark, Victoria and Cape of Good Hope. These ten
countries account for 62% of all extant wrappers. The sample of 2,639 wrappers analyzed were extracted from the
database which is almost 50,000 worldwide used wrapper images hand-collected daily from eBay listings since
September 2003. The sample is the largest known and covers a period of 13+ years and as such is credible as the
basis for analysis and interpretation.
Of the 50 post office types listed in the Higgins and Gage catalogue, the wrappers of 43 types were listed on eBay.
Inspection of the frequencies of appearance of each type identifies those which are “common”, those which are
elusive and those which are yet to be discovered. Unlike a number of other countries, the latter issues of
Switzerland are more readily available, only the last issue of the Edelweiss flower with missing dash in the header
being difficult to find. Early issues are elusive. The Kosniowski catalogue details more varieties of E1 and E2 than
shown by H&G. A patient collector could obtain a copy of most of the post office types.
An analysis of the wrappers themselves revealed that 46% were addressed to locations outside Switzerland with
the major area being Germany. There were another 62 destination countries and postal entities with nonSwitzerland destinations including some exotic locations such as Abyssinia, Ivory Coast and Togo. About two-thirds
of non-Switzerland destinations appeared on wrappers less than ten times in 13 years. Collecting the several
destinations would be a challenge for the postal historian.
The analysis also revealed cases of diverse postmarks, postage due, censor inspection, registration usage, dual
unseparated wrappers, the addition of Cinderellas and Refusé labels, high upratings, addition of merchant mark
handstamps, airmail usage and in particular the addition of private printing. Conspicuously lacking were named
ships (understandable) and Via directional markings. Overall there is a rich assortment of usages and markings for
the postal historian. Wrappers bearing the additional printing of sender together with illustrations are highly
sought after and while only two examples were illustrated, the reader is recommended to examine the
forthcoming Kosniowski catalogue which details more than 100 examples over 50 pages.
An analysis of 689 sales data collected over the past decade revealed Switzerland does not appear to have had a
strong collector base for post office postal stationery wrappers. Bidder interest is low and Switzerland is
positioned as number 66 in a list of 79 country-specific studies based on this measure of overall average bidder
score (Courtis 2017). The profile of bidders per transaction shows that 56.6% were one-bidder transactions. Also
of interest is the amount paid for these wrappers. There were only 53 sales (about 7½%) that realized more than
$20. Expressed alternatively, 92.5% of transactions sold for less than $20. Collectors could have obtained copies
for relatively modest sums. Some critics of eBay claim that high-end material is offered elsewhere. The evidence
from actual eBay sales is that there were seven sales between $50-100 and another three over $100.
Unfortunately, the data-gathering process does not match listing and realization per item so these high-realization
sales cannot be traced and illustrated. There are not many worldwide sales that exceed $100; there have been 64
in the past 30 months, but none from Switzerland.
References:
Courtis, John K. (2017), 'Meta-Analysis of Post Office Postal Stationery Wrappers', working paper.
Higgins and Gage (1964), 'Priced Catalogue of Postal Stationery of the World', California.
Kosniowski, Jan (2017 forthcoming), 'Newspaper Wrappers: A Catalogue of Postal Stationery Newspaper Wrappers from the Whole World'.
Acknowledgement - Allan Gory has read an earlier draft. I thank him most sincerely for his time and comments.
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AN ENQUIRY ABOUT TELEGRAPH STAMPS ON COVER: HAVE YOU EVER SEEN ONE?

DAVID COLMAN

The article by Derrick Slate on perfins in the December 2017 HPS Newsletter was sparked by the sighting, by Bob
Medland and Martin Mantel, of a T1 perfin on a telegraph stamp at a stamp fair. An exchange about this led to
Derrick, who had the necessary answers. However, the sighting also set off another question – “had anybody seen
a telegraph stamp on cover, and what is meant by a cover in relation to these stamps?” All the catalogues
(Zumstein, Michel, etc…) set out values for telegraph stamps on cover – always in large rounded numbers – but,
surely these cannot be covers in the usual sense. The stamps, which were in three printings (1868, 1877 and 1881)
clearly did not accompany the telegrams which they were bought as payment for, which leaves the most likely use
for them as confirmation of receipt for the cost of sending a message by telegraph. In that case it would seem
likely that there was a standard receipt form to which the stamps were attached. Is that so, and were there a
number of different forms issued? Was there some alternative style of “cover”? Another surprising thing about
the on-cover valuations is their uniformity; the Zumstein 2015 catalogue prices all values of the 1881 printing at
SFr 800! That suggests a remarkable uniformity of use and existence of covers over the complete stamp value
range from 5c to Fr20. I would very much welcome answers to my questions - via the Editor please.
THE COST OF SWISS POSTCARDS

EDITOR

Postal services all over the world are concerned about the decline in post and the use of postage stamps,
including SwissPost. So, you would expect postcard companies and postal services to hold down the cost to
tourists of sending a postcard wouldn't you? Not so in Switzerland. On holiday last summer, the usual price of a
card was CHF1.50 – CHF2.00 plus the postage to Europe (incl. the UK) – CHF1.50 by 'Prioritaire' post and CHF1.40
by 'Economique' and Rest of the World – CHF2.00 by 'Prioritaire' and CHF1.70 by 'Economique' - grand total cost
(at current exchange rates) c£2.30 to £2.60 per card by 'Economique' to the UK - perhaps the highest charge in
Europe/the World (other than from Scandinavia)? Why, why, why? Perhaps we philatelists and deltiologists should
mount a campaign to reduce or at least hold down the price of sending a postcard. Maybe 'Swiss Tourism' would
support us?
In September 2017 the famous British postcard company of 'J. R./John Salmon', founded in the 1880s, announced
that they were ceasing production of the “traditional postcard”. Presumably because too many people prefer to
instantly transmit their selfies or other photos through portable 'phone services. One of the traditional roles of
the professional photographers/artists could soon be redundant.
P.S. Werner Gattiker informs me that SwissPost's rates for postcards are the same as those for letters up to 20g. The reason why it has no
special postcard rate is that they believe it takes the same time and effort to handle postcards as letters, more often because handwritten
scribbled addresses cannot be read by machine.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Apologies to our American readers for including such a long article in this edition which you have
already seen in the September 2017 edition of 'Tell'. Our members had the first two parts some time ago and they
needed the final piece of the jigsaw. I'll try to avoid further duplication.
REMINDER - OUR ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING takes place on 21st/22nd April. However, the hotel, the Holiday
Inn, requires a booking to be made before 23rd March, if you are to take advantage of the special room rates that
it is offering. Please phone them on 0115 993 5000; mentioning our Society with code H20.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
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